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Watershed Consultancy - School Fencing
Watershed is a privately-owned, multi-disciplined consultancy that specialises in providing advice, support and services to the aquatics, recreation 

and education sectors across New Zealand. Watershed’s considerable experience with school property management, and its close work with the 

Ministry of Education, has seen it build a rich understanding of day-to-day property-related issues that schools are faced with every day. A key 

issue is property high security and this starts with robust and secure school fencing and gates.

No substitute for experience in school fencing
Watershed brings a wealth of knowledge to each school fencing project it manages. Its calls on the proven performance of more than 20 

successfully completed school fencing projects since 2006 to help guide its clients into the most suitable solution for its property. This ensures 

Watershed consistently makes good on its promise to ‘help deliver the best quality outcome for each property.’
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Fit-for-purpose school fencing and gates
When it comes to finding the very best fence and gate solutions for its clients, Watershed consistently turns to the team at Hampden Fence as 

the best source of high-performance school fencing products that never compromise on security and style. 

“We have worked with Hampden Fence at a number of schools and find them easy and accommodating to work with. They have shown their ability 

to think outside the square and manufacture solutions that fit both ours and our clients’ requirements,” says Dayle Franklyn, Project and Property 

Consultant at Watershed.

A wide range of options to suit any school
Whether it’s high-strength Wrought Iron fencing, folded panel fencing or custom-fabricated steel and aluminium fencing, Hampden Fence offers 

a comprehensive range school fencing products that suit almost any education facility. Pedestrian and vehicle access gates to match each fence 

style are also available, with or without automation and access control.

New Zealand’s largest and most competent fencing company
Hampden has one of the most experienced teams in the fencing industry, and its specialist knowledge and capabilities are second to none, which 

makes it the ideal partner for school fence and gate projects.


